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Situation 

 The customer is a Regional Distribution Center serving retail stores. 

 As packages come down the conveyor system, an associate must quickly and 
accurately read from the package’s label the store number and place the package 
on one of eight skids (each representing a different store). 

 Once the package is placed on the skid, the chance of identifying that it is not on 
the correct skid is reduced. 

 Since the label is printed all in black and the associate is required to read a 
number, mistakes occur. 

 Mis-shipments are costing the customer several millions per year - the KPI 
shipments delivered on time in full is around 96%. 

Objective 

 Reduce mis-shipments due to misortation by leveraging color printed on the label 
as a visual cue. 

 Reduce the time sortation takes. 

 Make identifying an incorrect package on a skid easier. 

Solution 

 IQ Color label encorporating a different color for each of the eight skids. 

 Simple update to shipping software or WMS. 

Expected Outcome 

 Reduction in mis-sortations. 

 Improved profitability. For example, a customer shipping high volume of packages 
with 0.5% to 1% improvement could save the company from thousands to millions 
of dollars. To evaluate your specific case ask your account manager for the  ROI 
calculator. 

 Improve internal and external customer satisfaction. 

 

                                                                            

 

IQ Color Labels 
 

Print color labels on demand using 
Zebra’s patented, exclusive IQ Color 
direct thermal ink technology, in any 
Zebra

 

thermal printer. IQ Color 
enables you to create visual cues or 
highlight important information—and 
do it as needed—within your current 
label format. This innovative 
technology provides a flexible, 
efficient and accurate alternative to 
such methods as using preprinted 
color thermal media, laser or ink jet 
printing, separate color labels, or 
color markers. 

The Technology 

IQ Color utilizes a invisible direct 
thermal ink technology offered 
exclusively through Zebra and works 
with all Zebra barcode printers. 

When the invisible color ink is heat 
activated by the printhead, select 
colors become visible allowing you to 
print image text, shapes, graphics 
(logos) and even reverse images. 

For More Information 

View the IQ Color video on 
Zebra.com  
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